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1
It is  a  q uestion  o f  substitu tin g the sign s o f the 

real for the real, th at is  to say o f an  operation  of 

deterrin g  every real p rocess v ia  its operational 

double [ ...]  s im u latio n  th reaten s the d ifference 

b etw een  the “ tru e” and the “false,” the “ rea l” and 

the “im aginary.”

Jean Baudrillard, The Precession o f Simulacra?

T h ese  are the form s the city  could have taken 

if, for one reaso n  or another, it had n ot becom e 

w h a t w e see today.

Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities3

M atters o f a rt o ften  start w h ere  m atters of 

life end. Life begin s w ith  b irth ; artw o rk  m ay

1 The p resen ted  te x t  is an e xten d ed  version  o f  th e  pap er presen ted 

a t th e  36th C on feren ce  on Literary T h eory Cultural Visualisations of 

Experience, organ ised  by th e  D ep artm en t o f  Historical P oetics  and 

A rt o f  Interpretation  o f  th e  S ilesian  U niversity  and th e  D epartm en t 

o f  Historical P oetics  in th e  In stitu te  o f  L iterary R esearch  o f  th e  Polish 

A cad em y o f  S c ie n ce s , Z ło ty  Potok, S e p te m b e r  18 -2 1 , 2008.

2 Jean  Baudrillard, The Precession o f  Sim ulacra, tran s. Sheila Farla 

Glaser, a c ce sse d  S e p te m b e r  15 , 20 15 , h ttp ://w w w .egs.ed u /facu lty/ 

je a n -b a u d rilla rd /a rtic les/s im u lacra -a n d -sim u la tio n s-i-th e-p rece s- 

sion -of-sim ulacra/.

3 Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities, tran s. William W eaver (San Diego, New  

York, London: H arcourt B race &  Com pany, 1974), 32.
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be born  am o n g the destruction : u n der the rule 

o f ashes, in  escape into m ourning, due to ab- 

sence.

Georges Didi-Huberman, Genie du non-lieub

The proposed analysis of modernity fTom the perspective of critical post- 
modernist art history is aimed at showing how this perspective changes the 
relationship with images. What happens when the problem of image as a cul- 
tural visualisation of experience, that is as speakable language, is turned into 
a question of experiencing the image itself? The field of observation will be 
the analysis of experiencing a certain (specific) image of a city as a “record of 
social participation” (as Bourdieu would say) in which memory is observed, 
becoming visible as a performative category. The category of media spectacle 
as presentation -  not representation -  will emerge, while the titular anthro- 
pology of (re-)construction is concerned with the analysis of an aesthetic ex
perience which leads to the generation of memory as a cultural experience and 
to the rehabilitation of the notion of emotion in perceiving/experiencing art. 
Consequently, following Gernot Bohme's aesthetic theory of emotional states 
[Befindlichkeit] or mood, the sentimental involvement will be put into focus. 
This will allow for the depiction of sensual/corporeal presence a g a i n s t  and 
w  i t h i n image, which eventually will reveal the role of image as part of an 
aestheticized reality -  the reality in which the creator consciously generates 
mood, implementing the politics of mood together with its hidden impact.5

In his book Imagining the Modern City (1999), a radical critic of culture James 
Donald treats the city as an “imagined environment.” Not losing sight of the 
fact that “of course real cities exist,” he asks:

But why reduce the reality of cities to their thinginess, or their thingi- 
ness to a question of bricks and mortar? States of mind have material 
consequences. They make things happen. Starting from there, what par- 
ticularly interests me is the power of th e  c i t y  as a category of thought. 
T h e  c i t y  is an abstraction, which claims to identify what, if anything,

4 G e o rg e s  D idi-H uberm an, G en ie du non-lieu. Air, poussiere, em preinte  (Paris: H antise, 2001), 9. 

[translation M. Skotnicka]

5 Cf. G ern ot B oh m e, Filozofia i estetyka przyrody w dobie kryzysu środowiska naturalnego, trans. 

Ja ro sła w  M erecki (W arszawa: O ficyna W ydaw nicza, 2002); "W sp ółczesn a rehabilitacja e s te 

tyki przyrody. Na m arg in esie  projektu G ernota B oh m ego. D yskusja redakcyjna,” Sztuka i Filo

zofia  (2004): 5-54 ; S ta n is ła w  C zerniak, "P om iędzy Szkołą  Frankfurcką a p ostm od ern izm em . 

A n tropologia filozoficzna G ern ota B oh m ego  na tle  k lasycznych  s tan o w isk  antropologii filo

zoficznej XX w iek u ,” fo rew ord to: G ern ot B ohm e, Antropologia filozoficzna. Ujęcie pragm atyc

zn e  [w ykłady z D arm stadt], tran s. Piotr D om ański, fo rew ord and editin g  o f  th e  translation 

Sta n is ła w  Czerniak (W arszaw a: W yd aw n ictw o IFiS PAN, 1998), VII-XLVII.
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is common to all cities. [...] The city we do experience -  the city as state 
of mind -  is always already symbolised and metaphorised.6

The artist Aleksandra Polisiewicz’s project entitled Wartopia (2005) is pre- 
cisely about the “imagined city,” a simulacrum, a city as a state of mind. At first 
glance, it is read as a typical computer rendering of virtual urban planning. 
Reception of the work radically changes once the viewers learn about the gen
esis of the project which places them in a disturbingly ambiguous situation 
[illustration 1-11] .

6 Ja m e s  D onald, Im agin ing the M odern C ity  (M inneapolis: U niversity  o f  M innesota Press, 1999), 

8, 17, q uoted  a fte r  Ja n e t Wolff, "K ob iety  i n o w o czesn e  m iasto. Refleksje  na te m a t  fla n eu se ,” in 

Co to jest architektura?Antologia tekstów, ed . A dam  Budak (Kraków: M anggha. M uzeum  Sztuki 

i Techniki Japońskiej, 2002), 260.
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1-1 1. A le ksan dra P olisiew icz, W artopia, 2005
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The starting point of Wartopia are urban concepts of Nazi city planners 
developed during World War II which necessitated the complete destruction 
of Warsaw and replacing it with a newly built German city (Die Neue Deutsche 
Stadt Warschau) reduced to around 40 000 inhabitants and dedicated to Ger- 
mans only [illustration 12].

12. C ity s c a p e  o f  W arsaw , w ate rcolor by E rnst V ollb e hr, from th e  e x h ibition "Expedition to  Poland in P ictu re s

and Photographs," Berlin 1940.

The radical character of these plans -  by no means dystopian, as they geneti- 
cally originated equally from urban planning fantasies of l8th and l9th century 
visionaries and the utopias of 20th centurys first avant-gardes [illustration 13-15]

13. Le Co rb usie r, D io ram a o f th e  C o n te m p o ra ry  C ity  for Thre e M illion In ha b ita nts,

Paris Salon d 'A uto m ne o f 1922.
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14. „Urban surge ry" acco rd in g  to Le C o rb u s ie r: Le C o rb u s ie r p o in ts o u t th e  h ig h -r is e s  on th e  d ioram a o f th e  „Voisin" plan 

for Paris (19 22-1925), still fra m e  from a 1925 film . The Pavilion o f th e  Esp rit N ouve au, Paris 1925.

15. Bruno Taut, D ie S ta d tk ro n e , a p ro ject o f an ideal c ity, 1917.

filtered through Germanic myths of cultural colonisation -  assumed creating 
an entirely new space meant to take the place of the city erased from the map. 
Such an initiative -  supported by the dream of tabula rasa and Le Corbusier‘s
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concept of “urban surgery”7 -  enabled the realisation of the old founding myth 
of the New Beginning, “from the founding of the city” identified with the New 
History written for the New Man who “changes his environment and himself 
with it”8 [illustration 16].

16. A d o lf H itle r and a rc h ite ct A lb e rt S p e e r s ta n d in g  next to  th e  m odel o f th e  G e rm a n  pavilion

for th e  1939 W orld's Fair in N ew  York.

Out of the three time dimensions -  past, present and future -  the first 
was already deemed obsolete. Since the 1920s, influential German archi- 
tects and art historians of the Weimar Republic such as Hans Hildebrandt 
and Cornelius Gurlitt, and institutions such as Freie Deutsche Akademie des 
Staedtebaus (Free German Academy of Urban Design) and the Construction 
Committee in Hamburg, scrutinised Le Corbusier’s modernist ideas based 
on the concept of tabula rasa, regarding them as confirmation o f the thesis 
that “the city of today, and certainly the city of tomorrow, has little in com- 
mon with the city of the past.”9 Theories of new urbanism, embedded in the

7 A ccord ing to  Le Corbusier, th e  v ision  o f  N ew  Paris, "Plan Voisin” from  19 23-19 25 , b ased  on the 

"su rgical” rem oval o f  th e  old tow n, " liberates” th e  c ity  and in trodu ces g e o m e try  to  th e  nature 

or to  th e  ch ao s o f  traditional urban a gg lo m eration s (Le Corbusier, Urbanism e, 1925).

8 Le Corbusier, Urbanism e, 19 25, q uo ted  after : N iels G u tsch ow , Barbara Klein, Z a g ła d a  i Utopia. 

Urbanistyka W arszawy w latach 1939-1945 (W arszawa: M uzeum  H istoryczne m .st. W arszawy,

1995), 15.

9 H ans H ildebrandt in th e  introduction  to the G erm an  edition  o f  Le C orbusier's  Urbanism e Stae- 

dtebau (Berlin-Leipzig, 1929) a fte r  Niels G u tsch ow , Barbara Klein, Z a g ła d a  i utopia, 15.
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national-socialist (and analogically -  communist) programme became the 
foundation of the new order in the 20th century.

The Nazi plans for W arsaw prepared in the years 1939-1943 by Hubert 
Gross, Oskar Dengel, Hans Hubert Leufgen, Friedrich Gollert (author of 
the book Warsaw Under the German Rule, 1942) and Friedrich Pabst within the 
framework of Hitler's “Germanisation of the East” and cultural colonisation, 
are well known to art historians [illustration 17].

17. D ie N eue D e u tsc h e  S ta d t W arsch au, c ity  plan, 1939/40.

M istakenly called the “Pabst Plan,” they were carefully analysed in the 
1990s by two Polish and German scholars who, in their interpretations, delib- 
erately adopted the perspective of “perpetrators” instead of victims. However, 
the cultural situation after the Holocaust brought to light by Adorno could not 
be omitted or ignored in these analyses. Niels Gutschow, an architect repre- 
senting the post-war generation and the son of an architect who supported 
the national-socialist programme during the war, asks, “Is urbanism possible 
after the experience of Auschwitz?” And he answers:
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Most probably this question has never been posed because architects and 
urban planners, both in Germany and Poland, were not afraid of tabula 
rasa. On the contrary, as representatives of a professional group feeling 
the vocation to design cities of the future in any circumstances, they were 
expecting it. The simultaneity of destruction and utopia will appear in- 
comprehensible and astonishing only to the next generation.10

Aleksandra Polisiewicz, young Polish artist, uses the archives to read the 
Nazi urban plans of Warsaw anew. Hiding her female identity, she takes on an 
attitude of ostensible objectivism and distance typical of the contemporary 
post-colonial situation. It enables her to obtain her goal: to perform a Freud- 
ian disclosure, i.e. bring out what was and/or was supposed to be concealed 
in order to re/write the history. The artistic tactics of Aleksandra Polisiewicz 
oscillates between modern art strategies which relate to the problem of (re) 
construction of history and, by referring to psychoanalytical practices aimed 
at liberating the images of representation, problematises the issues of medi- 
ating memory. Such a visualization situates Wartopia in the area of critical art 
of post-memory.11

At first glance, Aleksandra Polisiewicz “only” makes computer reconstruc- 
tions of history which update the Nazi visions with the use of 3D techniques 
and movement. She creates images specific to the aesthetics of computer 
graphics: flat and colourless, with a narrow palette and “bare,” stereometric, 
roughly moulded solids exposed by sharp, contrasting lighting coming from an 
“extraterrestrial” source, impossible to locate. These synthetic images straight- 
forwardly demonstrate the intention of overwhelming the viewer: their visual 
attractiveness makes the Nazi architecture turn into a “fascinating fascism”
-  as Susan Sontag described Nazi aesthetics^ -  which introduces the viewer 
to the “re-enchantment of the world” and “reactivation of mythical powers,” 
acknowledged by Benjamin and Adorno.13 For we do not observe here a com
puter image treated as an allegedly objective, transparent medium helping de- 
liver a reconstruction/model identical with its primary source. Animations and 
complementary static images-frames shown on the screen seem to be staged,

10  H ildebrandt, 10 -1 1 .

1 1  Cf. B arto sz  K orzeniecki, "M edializacja i m ediatyzacja  pam ięci -  nośniki pam ięci i ich rola 

w  k szta łto w an iu  pam ięci przesz ło śc i,” Kultura w spółczesna  4 (2007), 5-23.

12  S u san  S o n ta g , "Fascyn u jący  fa sz y z m ,” M agazyn Sztuki 12  (1996), 123-136 .

13  W alter Benjam in, Aniołhistorii.Eseje,szkice,fragm enty,ed. H ubert Orłowski (Poznań: W ydaw nict

w o  Poznańskie, 1996); Theodor Adorno and M ax Horkheimer, Dialektyka Oświecenia. Fragmenty 

filozoficzne, tran s. M ałgorzata Łukasiew icz (W arszawa: Czytelnik, 1994).
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resembling a performed landscape, an architectonic spectacle of “pure form” of 
the solids’ geometry, suspended in an abstract, endless landscape. Aleksandra 
Polisiewicz’s cybercity shapes an ambivalent image of the fictional world -  like 
in a computer game -  founded on a monumental, modernised classicism, ste- 
reotypical of fascist architecture associated with Hitler’s architect Albert Speer. 
The cultural cliche of so-called Nazi architecture, therefore, dug out from the 
“memory system” as “a ready image” that undergoes appropriate processing, 
equally concerns the problem of falsity/utopia of modernist “truth” as cultural 
hypostasis and fantasy (the problem of the falsity of “reconstruction”) as well 
as the emotions and obsessions which are present in the collective imagination 
determining social life. Taking up the problem of mythologisation of totalitarian 
systems and memory ruins, Polisiewicz deliberately employs the image of “bare” 
architecture: deprived of decorum, extremely synthetic solids are the figures of 
architectural bare bodies in their essentialism, bonding architecture and body 
within a single system of power.14

Wartopia’s 3D urban visions deploy animation. Thus they have all the fea- 
tures of a fictional film projection. It is the gist of what the theory of film
-  occupied with perception of image -  defines as the “dynamic screen” (Lev 
Manovich): the relation between the moving image and the motionless body 
of the viewer who experiences the moving world in the image through the eye 
connected with the camera transmitting him into virtual space. In this rela
tion “between the body and image,” states Hans Belting, the representation 
of image remains linked with the screen, whereas the synthetic image with 
users and their graphic desires inspired by haptic sensual experiences, mys- 
tical metaphor and hyperreal space. This is why the perceiving Polisiewicz’s 
cyberimages seems to require evoking the synthetic image’s novel features 
discovered by Belting when he points to the viewers and their receptive be- 
haviour. Especially in view of what Bernard Stiegler calls “the discreet image,” 
since “the image does not exist at all” and is only the “remnant,” the “trace 
and inscription” of images mediated by the current media. This perspective 
allows us to interpret the current experience of the image anthropologically. 
Belting also reminds us that the deconstruction of the mimetic truth of im 
ages which takes place in digital imaging, did not begin concurrently with the 
emergence of digital technology -  this topic has been the focus of all avant- 
gardes of the 20th century which undermined the traditional “trust towards 
image” and replaced it with “the fascination with the media spectacle,” which 
exposes its effects and generates its own graphic reality.15 According to the

14  Cf. Jo Anna Isaak, "R epresen tation  and its (D is)con ten ts,” A rtH isto ry3 (1989): 362-366.

15  H ans B elting, Antropologia obrazu. Szkice do nauki o obrazie (Kraków: U niversitas, 2007), 54.
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anthropological perspective, says Belting, technical images are thus analysed 
from the point of view of their function in the media dialogue with the viewer. 
Simulation and animation play key roles here -  they are the two achieve- 
ments of fantasy, pushing the borders of the imagination which had already 
been present in Renaissance paintings, considered to be constructs of the 
precisely measured visual field. By showing “what happens between images 
today,” the motion image o f new media (e.g. computer animation) cannot 
avoid being studied against the psychology of perception and Deleuze's film 
theory introducing the sensorimotor situation, including dream-images and 
memories.16 Wartopia may be situated in this perspective as well: as a dream- 
image in Deleuze's understanding.

The artist used two kinds of images -  animation and motionless render- 
ings -  to compose a hybrid out of two different media: film and photogra- 
phy. Independently of the medium, however, it is always about the image. In 
Wartopia, it is the “found” image: retrieved from the archive is the unrealised 
vision of Warsaw, designed by the Nazi architects and ideologists at the 
beginning of World War II in order to transform  the historical capital of 
Poland into a garrison town for the “herrenmensch” of New Germany. We 
could thus quote after Belting that Wartopia is both the image of memory 
and the image of representation.17 In computer animation, we experience 
the cyberspace linked with the image o f the city that is hypothetical, but 
still possible to realise.

What is more important here, however, is the dystopian quality of Wartopia 
understood as an instrument of interpreting the world. We might assume (af
ter Andrzej Turowski via Foucault) that Hubert Gross and Friedrich Pabst's ur
ban plans are pseudoheterotopias. In his interpretation of Wartopia, Turowski 
recalled the discrepancy between utopia and dystopia; the former emerges on 
the ruins of reality, the latter on the ruins of utopia. Utopias and dystopias are 
places deprived of real space but this only seemingly allows for considering 
the Nazi designs -  and particularly Wartopia -  as belonging to any of the two 
categories. It appears closer to pseudotopia and pseudoheterotopia -  urban 
hybrids having no specific location because such geographic indication would 
in fact only simulate the knowledge of “where Warsaw once was.”

Heterotopias parasitising utopias try to locate them in space by which
the space is embedded in the mythical or political order linking it with
time and people. [It is a kind of] effectively performed utopia in which

16  Ibid., 52-59 .

17  Ibid., 10 3 , 113 .
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all other real places that can be found within culture are simultaneously 
represented, contested and reversed.i8

Foucault's perspective -  defining heterotopias as places which are antithetic 
or alternative to the ones we live in -  helps diagnose the current process of 
ousting heterotopias by the virtual reality of images, “virtual space outside 
of the world space,” as Belting puts it, i.e. as an image of a certain place, for 
instance a city, which is reflected in its counter-image. And “everywhere we 
use our eyes to search for places our bodies cannot access, we come across 
the tangle of references between places and images of places which is al- 
most impossible to be resolved.’”19 The same situation can be encountered 
in Wartopia. As a VR (virtual reality) project, it introduces the viewer to a dif
ferent reality whose aesthetically modelled artificiality2o is felt so intensely 
that we are able to immerse in it deeper that in the film image -  one of the 
reasons being the lack of distance characteristic to film and television. In VR, 
the distance is abolished which enables the viewer to experience the state 
of immersion in the image to such a degree that VR attains the status of 
a natural environment, functioning similar to eroticism.21 The latter evokes 
an “ontological shift”: this world does not exist but its effects do.22 This is 
because virtual reality, continuing the tradition of simulation, introduces one

18  Andrzej Turowski, "Ekran m iasta ,” in Aleksandra Polisiew icz Wartopia, Berlin -  518, M oskw a -  

1122, Exhibition C ata logu e (W arszawa: G aleria Le Guerr, 2006-2007), 63-63; M ichel Foucault, 

Inne przestrzenie, tran s. A gnieszka Rejn iak-M ajew ska, Teksty Drugie  6 (2005), 120.

19  H ans B elting, Antropologia obrazu..., 82-83.

20 W olfgang W elsch, "P rocesy  e ste ty za c ji -  z jaw iska, rozróżnienia, p ersp e k ty w y ,” in id. Estetyka 

poza estetyką, trans. Katarzyna G uczalska, ed. K rystyna W ilkoszew ska (Kraków: U niversitas, 

2005), 51.

21 S e e  Joanna W alew ska, "W irtualność jako p rzysz łość m ediów . Sp ojrzen ie  este tyczn o -filo zo fic- 

zne," Pośrodku. Pism o Instytutu Sztuk Audiow izualnych U j (2006): 18 -23 . "S u sp en d ed  in c o m 

puter sp a c e , the cyb ern au t leaves  th e  prison o f  th e  body and e m e rg e s  in a w orld o f  digital sen - 

satio n ,” M ichael Heim, The Erotic Ontology o f  Cybersp ace  (N ew  York: Oxford U niversity  Press, 

19 93), a c ce sse d  S e p te m b e r  10 , 20 15 , h ttp ://y in .arts.u ci.edu /~stu dio/readin gs/h eim .txt 

h ttp ://y in .arts.uci.ed u/~stud io/read in gs/heim .txth ttp ://y in . arts.uci.edu/~studio/readin gs/ 

heim .txt

Heim m en tion s seven  fe a tu re s  o f  VR: sim ulation , interaction , artificiality, im m ersion , te lep - 

resen ce , fu ll-bo dy im m ersion , netw orked  com m un ication .

22 Tadeusz M iczka, O zm ian ie  zachow ań kom unikacyjnych. Konsum enci w  nowych sytuacjach  

audiow izualnych  (K atow ice: Księgarnia św . Jacka, 2002), 107. "Reality  can n ot be  both real and 

unreal and s in ce  it is unreal and its ag en tive  e ffe c ts  are real, it's hard to  clearly  d eterm in e  its 

on tological s ta tu s ,” Monika M iczka-P ajestka , Podm iot i jego cyfrowa egzystencja  in Estetyka 

wirtualności, ed . M ichał O strow icki (Kraków: U niversitas, 2005), 421.

http://yin.arts.uci.edu/~studio/readings/heim.txt
http://yin.arts.uci.edu/~studio/readings/heim.txthttp://yin
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fundamental difference: it is no longer a fake space developed from a “normal” 
space, but it is space in which physical reality is disregarded, dismissed or 
abandoned.23

According to Belting, between images and places, there are connections 
which have not yet found their commentators: “Just as we may speak about the 
body as the place of images, we may also speak about geographical sites which 
only gained popularity due to artworks located in these places.”24 It is a good 
starting point to observe how Wartopia sublimates the notion of place, being only 
an image of place which solely exists in the form of an image. This situation is 
accounted for by the anthropology of image, which indicates that visiting a place 
existing only as an image causes a shift in an image-place relation: the image 
becomes “the place of the unplaced” with no correspondence to real places and 
exists only as a metaphor. The graphic presence of absent places is of course 
an old anthropological experiment where the relationship between imaginary 
places and the real ones alters.25 In Belting’s view, this process can be explained 
with the help of “ethnology of one’s own environment” (M. Auge) which finds 
its equivalent “in the gaze of those who suddenly re-discover the images of their 
own culture in museums and archives, and where history of images requires 
explanation, similarly to the images of other cultures -  open to hermeneutic 
interpretationi6 The problem which is analysed here concerns the relation
ship between image-memories and the collective memory of culture whose 
technical body remains in the institutionalised memory of archives, which gets 
activated (animated) through collective imagination by both forgetting and re- 
calling, granting the past a visible place in the present.

This context also embraces the issue of “reconstruction” bearing resem- 
blance to the museum as a reservoir of memory-images. There are no doubts 
about Foucault’s thesis that, due to their relation with time caesuras, muse
ums are “alternative places or heterotopias produced by modernity : ”27 the

23 Lev M anovich, An A rcheology o f  a Com puter Screen, a c ce sse d  S e p te m b e r 18 , 20 15 , http:// 

m an o v ich .n et/co n te n t/0 4 -p ro jec ts/0 11-arch e o lo g y -o f-a -co m p u ter-scree n /0 9 _ artic le _ 19 9 5 . 

pdf, 27-28: "Previously, th e  sim ulation  d ep icted  a fake sp a ce  w hich  w a s  con tin u ou s w ith  and 

exten d ed  from  th e  norm al sp a ce . [...] In VR, e ith er th ere  is no con n ection  b e tw e e n  th e  tw o 

sp a c e s  (for in stan ce , I am  in a physical room  w hile  th e  virtual sp a c e  is one o f  an underw a- 

ter landscape) or, on th e  contrary, th e  tw o  co m p lete ly  coincide [...]. In e ith er c a se , th e  actual 

physical reality  is d isregarded , d ism issed , aban do n ed .”

24 B elting, Antropologia obrazu, 76.

25 Ibid., 77, 80-81.

26 Ibid., 8 3-8 4  and further.

27 Foucau lt, q u o te  a fter : Belting, Antropologia obrazu, 86.
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heterotopicality of the museum makes it belong to another time than its own 
collection, while its role lays in creating a place beyond the time when these 
items took part in the life process. Belting specifies that the museum, ex- 
cluded from the flow of time, is dedicated to images representing another time 
which makes them symbols of memory, carrying certain understandings of 
the past:

In the museum, we replace the world we live in with the place we under- 
stand as the image of place of yet another kind. We perceive artworks we 
see in the museum as images painted for another time which neverthe- 
less belong now to the museum only. It seems that world cultures are 
moving away from books and museums where they are archived, but not 
animated any more.28

In this pessimist view of the imaginary place, place exists only as an image in- 
scribed in the modern (individual or collective) experience. Wartopia as a “re- 
construction” of memory/place straightforwardly appeals to this concept. An 
imaginary place is what Benjamin describes as “seizing hold of a memory : ”29 

it resembles images produced in a dream, inaccessible in reality but perceived 
solely as image. This gives Wartopia the quality of a movie screen.

The scenario of Wartopia is constructed by means of comparing two com- 
plementary types of images: computer animation and motionless images 
repeating shots from animation. This simple idea refers to two types of time 
and perception: active and passive. The state close to hallucination and dream 
(described by film theoreticians Marc Auge and Christian Metz), which the 
viewer falls into during the film, is particularly apparent in such computer an- 
imations which draw the viewer inside the image. Consequently, the moving 
visualisation of architecture, which only creates a suggestion of the real expe
rience, is closer to the state we are in while dreaming. The radical application 
of time upon an image, mentioned by Belting,30 is typical of films where the 
viewer identifies himself with the imaginary situation, while mental images 
entertained by the viewer can be identified with images of technical fiction. 
This is almost perfectly exemplified by Wartopia which reveals its ambiguity 
by mixing the real with the fictional. The plans -  existing in reality, although

28 Ibid., 86.

29 "To articu late  th e  p ast h istorically d o es not m ean  to  recognize it 'the  w ay  it really w a s ' (Ranke). 

It m ean s to  seize  hold o f  a m em o ry  as it fla sh e s  up a t a m o m en t o f  danger,” W alter Benjam in, 

Theses on the Philosophy o f H istory  (N ew  York: Sch ock en  Books, 1969), 255.

30 Belting, Antropologia obrazu, 96-97.
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never put to life -  lead to technofiction, a cyberutopia which, as Belting claims, 
“promises, with technological pathos, liberation from references to the real 
world .”31

Wartopia, therefore, is pure Virtual Reality (VR) endowed with the new, 
technological authority o f fiction which appears to be real. Aleksandra 
Polisiewiczs project may be perceived as a direct reference to the situation di- 
agnosed by Belting who had observed how modern art was becoming increas- 
ingly technological and used technology to create mental images and images 
of memories which are then offered to our graphic memory as quotations.

The artist's project enters into a polemic with 20th century art as we know 
it from institutional discourses and spaces. “Reconstruction” (I'm using the 
quotes here on purpose) tells an unrealised story; its assessment performed 
by official Polish historiography is unequivocally negative in view of the idea 
of tabula rasa put to life within Germany's colonisation policy. Computer im 
ages of Wartopia, however, also reveal what stands behind and beyond this 
politically functionalized assessment: they turn into a critical art history 
aimed at something more than only exposing the ambiguity of the official 
interpretation. The Nazi plans retrieved from the archives considered to be 
the reservoir of history, are typical objet trouve which tell a new history. Sub- 
ject to purely aesthetic processing, the cyber-vedutes use their painting-like 
quality to show what has been deliberately omitted and/or ruled out from 
earlier interpretations o f the Nazi plans: not only, or not exclusively, the 
menace o f the totalitarian city but also the dangerously tempting beauty 
of “fascinating fascism ” symbolised by the monumental and modernised 
neoclassicism. Buildings suspended in black, cosmic emptiness of the end- 
less landscape, clinically pure and deprived of people, tempt, hypnotise and 
fascinate. The cybercity loses its identity and its bond with reality as a geo- 
graphical site and becomes an abstract space of pure fiction but also a “new 
mirror” reflecting architecture as an image-metaphor of the world. The ques
tion about “the truth of reconstruction” is not legitimate any more, since 
the analysed German projects have been complemented by the artist with 
components that the originals had been missing, such as elements borrowed 
from the model residential district (Wilcze Gardło) built in Gliwice (the 
artist's hometown) for SA and SS members who inhabited it between 1937 
and 1941.

In the virtual model of Wartopia as a “simulated city,” the stereotypical im 
age of so called fascist architecture is designed to evoke the recipients psycho- 
emotional reactions. What gets displayed is the mechanism of falsifying his
tory artistically represented by “reconstructions.” Not incidentally, the latter

31 Ibid., 10 2 , 105.
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keep all the qualities of a “beautiful vedute” -  ideal topographical images. The 
new medium unveils its hidden trait, but by no means does it eliminate the 
old conflict of pictorialism and documentalism. It only dismisses the docu- 
mentalist claims in favour of the computer-made spectacle (presentation) 
where the main role is played by the old category of beauty, getting in through 
the back door.

Aleksandra Polisiewicz’s project is a narration which reveals all the rules 
of the psychological influence of architecture. According to the artist’s inten- 
tions, the second part of Wartopia is supposed to be the sarcastic “continuation” 
of her critical history of totalitarian systems in this part of Europe. Although 
the Nazi plans remained on paper, the idea of tabula rasa which had governed 
them was implemented within the second totalitarian regime. The latter 
part of Wartopia is meant to describe the “reconstruction” of socialist Warsaw 
prepared by architect Edmund Goldzamt, a graduate of the Moscow Archi- 
tectural Institute and the main ideologist of Polish social realism. Almost at 
the same time when Hubert Gross was drawing the "Abbau der Polenstadt” 
(“Liquidation of the Polish City”) plans with the national-socialist Gauforum 
tower in its centre and Friedrich Pabst was sketching the Volkshalle in place 
of the Royal Castle, Goldzamt was designing the new Socialist Warsaw, with

the Liberation tower-mon- 
ument next to the Pantheon 
of Revolutionaries [illustra- 
tion 18-19] in the spirit of 
tabula rasa. Simultaneously, 
leftist architects associated 
with Helena and Szymon 
Syrkus and their Architec- 
ture and Urban Design Stu
dio in Żoliborz (Warsaw) 
consistently developed the 
vision  o f functionalistic 
“Warszawski Zespół M ie
jski” (1940-1945) by intro- 
ducing -  after Le Corbusier 
(just like the Nazis) -  the 
“geom etry into the chaos” 
of the historical structure of 
the city. Some of these ideas

18. S o c ia lis t  W arsaw , pro ject, illustration  

by Edm un d  G o ld z a m t, M osco w  1945.
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19. C ity s c a p e  o f S o c ia list W arsaw , pro ject, illustration  by Edm un d  G o ld z a m t, M osco w  1945.

were implemented during the post-war “restoration” as figures of the new 
order.

The two totalitarian visions: fascist and communist which affected one 
European city within a short period of time are more than signatures of the 
dystopian dimension of the 20th century. By means of the digital medium 
used by Aleksandra Polisiewicz, they turn into the critical discourse concern- 
ing the crisis of presentation and representation, trapped between the prob
lem of the modernist truth, postmodernist representation and postmodernist 
experience as a spectacle.32

Translation: Marta Skotnicka

32 Cf. Frank A nkersm it, N arracja, reprezentacja, dośw iadczenie. Studia z  teorii historiografii, ed. 

Ewa D om ańska (Kraków: U n iversitas, 2004).


